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It Has Been One Heck of a Ride
Revenues for OFS have been a tear, up over 250% since 2005
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But We are Cursed by Our Own Success
2015 is expected to drop by 26%
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And another 6% next year
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As Goes Business, So Goes Our Net Worth
Are we reflecting the worst down-cycle in 30 years?
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Welcom e to the Next Down-cycle
 Oil prices have nosedived in the








last six months
The future’s strip only hits $63
three years out
The US “over-achieved”, proved its
potential and flooded the world
Demand has been anemic and
looks to stay that way for a while
The US rig count is down almost
50% - vertical down 60% and
horizontal down 40%
Recovery looks like a “bathtub”
rather than a “V” or “U”

Source: Bloomberg
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Since May, we were teased by the run to WTI @ $63, on
the anniversary of last year’s peak as prices cam e back
down – Once Burned, Twice Shy
That Was Then
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It is a Cyclical Business
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It Will Get Better.

One Day

 Oil prices are close to a bottom –





– Handguns and handgrenades
– We’ve hit “bottom” twice so far this year
– Analysts have called the bottom four times
– “Fool me once” – recovery will lag
Onshore will recover before offshore
– Faster cash return cycle
– Diverse activity base
– Ease of logistics and infrastructure
Offshore will recover later
– Majors delaying projects/spending
– Slower decision/logistics cycle
– Costs/Returns will improve
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Com m on Com m entary by the Industry
 “This unexpected deterioration in industry metrics prompted our customers to seek
additional pricing concessions for most of our services, especially pressure
pumping and coiled tubing.”
 “We will preserve our balance sheet strength and maintain our service delivery
capability in preparation for our industry's recovery. However, we also
acknowledge that this protracted downturn requires additional cost reduction
measures, which we started during the third quarter and we will continue during
the coming months.”
 “We believe that the fourth quarter of 2015 will continue to be difficult, as our
customers exhaust their 2015 budgets and have no incentive to maintain current
operational levels in the near term.”
“Our financial strength will allow us to endure throughout the remainder of this
downturn and emerge as a stronger service provider when the industry eventually
recovers.”
Source: Company Data
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The Good News Is That the Stocks Should Go Up First






If you don’t own stocks, at least you have a job
If you don’t have a job, you are part of the ~35% who don’t now
If you were planning on buying a new boat in 2016, think again
If you weren’t longer-term oriented before, you are now

The reality is that while the global crude oil markets may and likely will
come closer into balance in 2016, that doesn’t mean a sharp spike in
oil prices or activity.
We are the swing producer now, and that means if the world is oversupplied, we take the hit, and the if the world is under-supplied, we
rev up the US shale machine to provide the balance.
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We Have to Wait Our Turn – Swing Producer

 Oil production from nine of the world's largest oil and gas








producers rose a combined 8% in the first nine months of the year
to over 10M bpd for the first time since 2013.
OPEC production is up over 1 million barrels in the last year
Iran claims to be able to increase oil production by 800kbopd
Russia is producing full out with a devalued ruble helping out
The North Sea will see its first production growth in 15 years
Brent was $115 for 3.5 years with that reinvestment slowing decline
Chevron’s production decline is less than 2%
The US grew oil production in 2104 by 1.3mmbopd, the largest one
year increase in the history of the industry.

Source: Reuters
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Oil Now Has a Very Different Role - Suppression
 Oil prices have always risen to “pull” production levels higher so supply







and demand balance, with demand driving its action
Due to the success of US shale, our ability to almost double US oil
production in less than five years, in a market that had peaked production
decades ago, the role of the oil price has changed
Now oil prices act as a “governor” on US production growth since our
ability to increase production at a price exceeds the rest of the world
The US is now the world’s swing producer, due to our volumes if not our
economics, and the responsibilities that implies
The “collateral damage” to global conventional production accelerates its
decline and increases the call on US shale over time
It forces a change in behavior across the industry, as it adjusts to the new,
and likely lower, role of the oil price

Source: Credit Suisse

May 2015
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“Tell m e how m uch production growth is needed to
balance supply/ dem and, and I will tell you the oil price”
The "Pressure" Curve
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The Good Part – We Will Be Needed. One Day. Soon?

 Brent averaged $115 for 3.5 years and now $60 for the last year

– The first boosted capex and will at least temporarily slow the decline of existing






production and add some incremental production
– The latter has forced a hard focus on efficiency
– This will delay the “need” for US production growth

Iran, Iraq, Saudi and the rest of the GCC are revving up production
Chinese demand has weakened
Canada is headed to recession
US panics over a 25 bps raise by the Fed

EVENTUALLY, as all of this normalizes, the call on US production
growth will resume. Nobody can turn on the tap like us.
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Dry Land Wins First

 Deepwater oil production growth has been zero for 3.5 years, while








US onshore gained 5 million barrels a day
While we have made 400+ offshore discoveries waiting to be
developed, there are entire counties that count as “fields” onshore
Deepwater is the domain of large, integrated, slow, gold-plating
major oil companies being “dragged” into modern day, slowly
Onshore is the playground of the nimble, cheap, fast oilman
Deepwater is a 7 year cash-cash return cycle
Onshore is a 3 year cash cycle and shrinking
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Why Dry Land Wins First

Source: Halliburton
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Majors and Large Cap E&Ps are Expected to Grow Production Next Year

Source: Company Data, Credit
Suisse Estimates
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Pain Ahead for Many E&P Com panies

Source: Company Data
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Horiz ontal Oil Rig Count Indexed to 100 by Shale Basin

Source: Baker Hughes
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Feet Drilled Has Plum m eted
Feet drilled in millions in the United States

Source: Rig Data
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Utiliz ation Has Held in as Marketed Rigs Shrinks

Source: Rig Data
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Skating Along the Bottom of the Bathtub
Indexed Horizontal Rig Count

Source: Baker Hughes
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Credit Suisse Horiz ontal Rig Count Forecast

US Horizontal Rig Count
Solid Line Corresponds to Historicals
Dotted Line Corresponds to Forecast Period
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While we have m ade 400+ offshore discoveries waiting
to be developed, there are entire counties that count as
“fields” onshore – Onshore recovers first
Deepwater
 oil production growth has been
zero for 3.5 years
 the domain of large IOCs - slow,
gold-plating major oil companies
being “dragged” into modern day,
slowly
 a 7 year cash-cash return cycle
 change in oil company behavior
needed to accelerate biz

US Onshore
 gained 5 million barrels a day in






five year, 1.3 in the last
is the playground of the nimble,
cheap, fast oilman
a 3 year cash cycle and shrinking
a “pressure cooker” of simmering
growth potential, held back by low
prices
any increase in capital availibility
will be spent, quickly
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Deepwater Will Return

 “It’s not dead”, or “we haven’t given up on deepwater” are not








statements to inspire ardor or urgency
But it is already “discovered”. That used to be the hard part.
It just needs to be more “economic”
75% of major IOC projects were un-economic at $100 oil
Collaboration, standardization, pragmatic engineering, acceptance
Not just rigs – E&C and subsea equipment were culprits too
Inflation - the Monster that Ate Returns
It shouldn’t start to happen in 2016 and we are “hopeful,” but not
wildly optimistic on 2017. Be ready.
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Offshore Drillers
Historical Number of Rigs on Contract
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IOC Com m entary – Rem oving Offshore Risk
 Royal Dutch Shell

– "Overall, we are making changes to Shell's mix by reducing our longer-term upstream options
worldwide, and managing affordability in the current world of lower oil prices. And this is driving tough
choices at Shell, and I hope this sets the context for the charges in the result that you have seen
today.”

 Conoco Phillips

– "Over the past few years we've high graded the portfolio, organically grown a world-class position
in North Am erican unconventional plays and are nearing completion on several major projects.
We are increasing our capital flexibility, lowering the underlying cost structure of the business and
continuing to reduce exposures to assets that won't com pete for capital in our portfolio
including deepwater exploration and North American natural gas."

 BP

– Around 80% of our potential investments are currently expected to break -even below a $60 Brent
oil price, and we would expect this break-even to move lower, as we further take advantage of
deflation."

Source: Company Data
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Offshore Drillers
Major Customers Represent 70% of 2015 Spend on Floaters
Big Oil Rig Rental Spend ($B)
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Offshore Drillers
Historical Floater Deliveries and Expected Orderbook
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Offshore Drillers
Stacking/Scrapping Helping, But Need A Lot More
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Offshore Drillers
Deepwater Dayrates Down ~50% YTD
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At the Bottom of a Cycle, Valuation Doesn’t Work
Current Investor Sentim ent
 The sector is not investible
 Call me in a couple of years
 I’ll never own these stocks again
 The down-cycle could last for years
 The stocks still aren’t cheap
 We’ll never order another deepwater rig
 The business is never coming back
There are always good comments and observations at a cyclical
bottom that requires you to “hold your nose and buy.”

Source: Credit Suisse
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The Business Will Recover, but It Will Be Different









The US has flooded the world with its growth in oil production
NatGas rig count is down 85% since 2009
NatGas production is at all time record volumes this year
34 wells off a single pad
We are still flaring gas, legally
Mutual Fund Blackrock is backing refracs
JVs of reservoir and equipment, equipment and E&C, rigs and
services – “..a wide range of different business models”
Move forward or get out of the way
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The Cycle Rolls On










Dayrates will bottom and rigs will start going back to work
Oil and gas are depleting resources and still needed
A great deal of oil deposits have already been identified
The goal is to develop it in the MOST economic manner
With no “finding” risk, risk metrics shift to other categories
Formalized procurement has never been more prevalent
“Packaging”, rather than bundling, will become the buzzword
New business paradigms exist in every business and needs to here

We always recover. We always return. We are always stronger for
it. We will this time as well
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Investment principal on bonds can be eroded depending on sale price or market price. In addition, there are bonds on which investment principal can be
eroded due to changes in redemption amounts. Care is required when investing in such instruments.
When you purchase non-listed Japanese fixed income securities (Japanese government bonds, Japanese municipal bonds, Japanese government guaranteed bonds, Japanese corporate bonds) from CS as a
seller, you will be requested to pay the purchase price only
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